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Overview. While place assimilation often operates across the board, some languages exhibit place-
specific restrictions on triggers and/or targets. Korean is a case in point; whether place assimilation operates 
or not depends on the place of the potential trigger and its target. Using gradient symbolic representations 
(GSRs) (Smolensky & Goldrick 2016), I propose that this place-sensitive behavior arises from a scale of 
activity (𝛼) in the representation of place features such that 𝛼[Dorsal] > 𝛼[Labial] > 𝛼[Coronal]. This approach offers 
an intrinsic mechanism for a parallel in place-sensitive effects involving markedness constraints (governing 
triggers) and faithfulness constraints (governing targets).  

Place Assimilation. In Korean stop clusters (C1C2), stops (variably) assimilate in place to a following 
stop (Kim-Renaud 1974, Jun 1995, de Lacy 2002, Kochetov & Pouplier 2008). The process is sensitive to 
the place of the target (C1) and the trigger (C2): coronals may assimilate to labials and dorsals (1a), labials 
may assimilate to dorsals but not coronals (1b), and dorsals do not assimilate to coronals or labials (1c). 

 
The chart in (2) summarizes the behavior of clusters by place of target and trigger. Heterorganic clusters in 
non-shaded cells may assimilate in the output, while those in shaded cells do not. Cells corresponding to 
clusters that are homorganic in the input are marked with a dash. The chart characterizes contexts where 
full assimilation may occur (on gradient reduction, see Jun 1996, Kochetov & Pouplier 2008). If place-
feature markedness is scaled as [Dorsal] > [Labial] > [Coronal] (de Lacy 2006, cf. Jun 2004), Korean place 
assimilation can be characterized as operating only when the target is less marked than the trigger. 

Labial stops are pivotal in this pattern because they bifurcate the behavior of dorsals and coronals as 
targets and triggers. First, dorsals resist place assimilation from labials, but coronals do not, suggesting a 
place-sensitive difference in enforcement of faithfulness (Faith-[Place]). Second, dorsals trigger 
assimilation in labials, but coronals do not, which suggests a place-sensitive difference in enforcement of 
markedness (the place-assimilation imperative). This duality, where a greater degree of markedness for 
place stands alongside a greater tendency for preservation of place, is supported within the cross-linguistic 
typology of place assimilation (de Lacy 2002, 2006). The Korean pattern is particularly informative, 
because it shows evidence of scaled markedness and faithfulness for place in the same language. 

Analysis. The aim for this analysis is deriving place assimilation only in those clusters where it may 
occur. A challenge is understanding why features further to the left on the place-feature scale ([Dorsal] > 
[Labial] > [Coronal]) may reflect a higher degree of markedness and also be subject to a higher degree of 
faithfulness. The proposal is that this parallel originates in a scale of gradient activity for place features, 
employing GSRs. Activity values respect the scalar relationship 𝛼[Dor] > 𝛼[Lab] > 𝛼[Cor].  

Some basic assumptions underlying this account are as follows. First, phonological symbolic 
representations have a specified activity that may range from 0–1, and activity factors into the calculation 
of penalties for violations pertaining to a given element (Smolensky & Goldrick 2016). Second, features 
may be gradiently active (e.g. Rosen 2016, Jang 2019, cf. Flemming 2001, Lionnet 2017). Third, gradient 
activity may be present in outputs and inputs (Faust & Smolensky 2017, Zimmermann 2018, Jang 2019). 
The account is implemented in Harmonic Grammar (Legendre et al. 1990, Smolensky & Legendre 2006). 

Proposed representations for place features in this analysis are [Dor].9, [Lab].8, [Cor].7, with subscripted 
activity values. These activity levels respect the scalar relationship, but the particular values are not critical. 
Two constraints are relevant. The sequential markedness constraint in (3a) drives assimilation; xPlace and 
yPlace represent variables over place features. Following Pulleyblank (2002), the locus of violation is 

(1) Korean place assimilation 
a. /kot-palo/ [kopp’alo] ‘straight’ 
 /pat-ko/ [pakk’o] ‘receive and’ 
b. /pap-to/ [papt’o] ‘rice also’ 
 /əp-ko/ [əkk’o] ‘bear on the back and’ 
c. /ik-ta/ [ikt’a] ‘ripe+SE’ 
 /kuk-pap/ [kukp’ap] ‘rice in soup’ 

(2) Summary by place of target C1 & trigger C2  
Dor /kt/ à[kt] /kp/ à[kp] – 
Lab /pt/ à[pt] – /pk/ à[kk] 

Target   Cor – /tp/ à [pp] /tk/ à [kk] 
 Cor 

Trigger ® 
Lab Dor 



underlined. The locus is [Place] in C2, because Korean shows scalar sensitivity to triggers. MAX[Place], in 
(3b), blocks assimilation (Padgett 1995). Spreading from C2 rather than C1 is attributed to a faithfulness 
constraint for released positions (Padgett 1995). For conciseness, this constraint is not included below.  
(3) a. *C[xPlace] C[yPlace], x ≠ y: Assign a violation to the Place feature of a stop that is immediately 

preceded by a heterorganic stop. 
 b.  MAX[Place]: Assign a violation for every Place feature in the input that does not have a 

correspondent in the output. 
 Gradient feature activity defines the scale over which a scaling factor operates in constraints pertaining 
to those features (Walker 2019). Place assimilation is derived in the appropriate clusters for Korean with 
weights and scaling factors specified as *C[xPl] C[yPl]: w = 2, s = 20 and MAX[Pl]: w = 1, s = 20. The 
penalty for each violation is calculated as w + (s * 𝛼), where w is the basic constraint weight, s is the scaling 
factor and 𝛼 is the activation of the feature (Hsu & Jesney 2016, 2018, Hsu 2019). The penalty assigned for 
each constraint for offending features with different degrees of activity is illustrated in (4). Though w and 
s are constraint specific, s is the same for both constraints in this case, while w is greater for *C[xPl] C[yPl]. 
Due to its greater weight, *C[xPl] C[yPl] is enforced at the cost of MAX[Pl] when the activity of the trigger 
is greater than or equal to that of the target. However, the structure of the activity-based scaling causes 
assimilation to be blocked by targets with higher activity than the trigger, due to the penalty for MAX[Pl]. 
(4) Penalties with scaled [Place] activity   (5) Evaluation of heterorganic inputs with a labial C 

 
The tableau in (5) illustrates the evaluation of candidates for schematic inputs containing a heterorganic 

cluster with a labial stop. In candidates considered here, the activity specification of a feature in the input 
does not change in the output, and homorganic outputs are assumed to share a linked place feature. 
Comparison of (5i) vs. (5ii) illustrates how place features with different activity may undergo or resist 
assimilation. In (ia), /tp/ à [pp] is more harmonic than the faithful candidate [tp] in (ib), because the 
violation of MAX for [Cor] earns a lesser penalty than the violation of *C[xPl] C[yPl] does for [Lab]. 
However, in (iib), faithful /kp/ à [kp] is more harmonic than assimilation in (iia) [pp], because the violation 
of *C[xPl] C[yPl] for [Lab] earns a lesser penalty than the violation of MAX does for [Dor]. 

Alternative. A previous approach employs markedness and faithfulness constraints specified for 
subsets of a hierarchy defined by substrings of values for a multi-valued [Place] feature (de Lacy 2002, 
2006). The feature-activity approach obviates subset-based constraint families, reducing the size of CON. 
Further, the relation between violations and substrings of values for [Place] must be stated in the definition 
of each subset-based constraint, while the parallel integration of the scale across markedness and 
faithfulness constraints is intrinsic to the architecture in the activity-based account. 

Implications. Different w and s values obtain patterns with place-specific restrictions on a trigger or 
target only. The activity approach shares with underspecification the concept that segments with a weaker 
representation are less prone to be triggers and more prone to be targets (Cho 1990). Yet the activity 
approach scales strength gradiently, as supported by the Korean pattern, and the weakest element may be 
present. In this vein, other multi-step scales are discussed that are amenable to a gradient-activity approach. 

Input Output *C[xPl] C[yPl] 
w = 2, s =20 

MAX[Pl] 
w = 1, s =20 

H 

i. /t.7p.8/ a. à [pp.8]  -1 -15 
 b.     [t.7p.8] -1  -18 
ii. /k.9p.8/ a.      [pp.8]  -1 -19 
 b. à [k.9p.8] -1  -18 
iii. /p.8t.7/ a.      [tt.7]  -1 -17 
 b. à [p.8t.7] -1  -16 
iv. /p.8k.9/ a. à [kk.9]  -1 -17 
 b.     [p.8k.9] -1  -20 


